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Distributing Quarantines, Numbers, and Flyers in Autumn

Rising city  Explosion
Married woman’s face
Reciprocal jolting SSSTOPP+++GOOGG
Bus            gasoline       sharp angular face!
DAAAAF!

Roof penetrating the sky
Rioting window
Fissured scene        runs down a slope
       Advertisement flag!
“Which number is the train? It’s the Kobe express!”
SHATSUU! TSU --MU! KATAKATA   KATAKATAKATA
    Cop’s salute
   The cavalry and their funeral
    Double the sunlight commotion

“Though his sweetheart died––––––”
Ocean · Ocean · Ocean · Ocean · Ocean · Ocean
Sailing ship
Sharp angular horizon
“Which number?”
“Which number?”
A novel and whiskey
P · RRRR ·  ·  ·  ·  BBBBWWWWW
Window at the telegraph station
Perpendicular lover’s toe
Autumn hands out quarantine, numbers, and flyers
The speed of the passing train
Hey! Good heavens
 don’t forget about me, OK!?”
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Edible Frog

A noblewomen’s cellar
Edible frogs, we’re edible frogs!
Krokke
Krokke
Cry! Scream!
“Love?”       hearts exploding upon a red lantern           “that’s a disgrace!”
Go slaughter the humans!
Lekero
Lekero
“Beat them!” “Stab them!”            those red eyeballs!
“They’re ··!”
“Shoot them! Shoot them!…………Noise…………Command!”
“To our homeland”
“To our homeland”
Kiro kiro
Kiro kiro
A ceaseless fight! Charge! Sinking ship on a dark night! 
Fountain on a table! Red lantern! Yellow circle          a coffin!
“Cheers!” “Cheers!”
“Hurrah!”            a mountain of dead bodies!
R·
R·
R·
R
Make it ring! Scream! Sing! Dance!
Let bells of life ring!
“Run!” “A dark night!” “ It’s death itself!”
“Die! Coward! Face the reason for living!”
“Criminalize those who drive us into the hole! Punish them! Slaughter them!”
●●●▲▲▲×××－－－■■■＜＜＜

The officer spewing the smoke of roses flowering in whiskey
A woman hitting keys to grievous music!
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Men and money! A million candlepower! ...............A cry of love reaching
 the bottom of the grave!
“Dear daughter” “My body is a machine! Mother!”
Cry! Scream!
Money! War praising the cowardly!
Slaughter the humans!
Lekero       Lekero
We are edible frogs!
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Life

··Under the railroad bridge ··you hysterically laughing animal!
Dance! Dance! Dance!
It’s a raw mask!
Syphilis·dust·saliva·bacillus·tuberculosis·diarrhea·vice·sudden death·drugs
You pigs!
Bandages wrapped on swollen arms
Are you trying to empty my wallet!?
Bastard!————Go and detonate inside the lightbulb!
The broken violin string still plays!
Idiot!
Shameless!
Professions are now sacred!
Wagons carrying halved bodies…
You think it’s a machine?
It’s a living, moving sun! Earth! Mother!
Driver hanging himself inside the last train!
Human!
Short circuit!
Both legs amputated!
Blood on eyeballs!
Purple piss!
Shit! Scream into the megaphone!
Men! Women! Death! Life!
Parlor! Grave! Playing cards!
Abortion! Suicide! Funeral!
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Cogwheel……Cogwheel……Cogwheel……Cogwheel……Cogwheel……Cogwheel……Cogwheel
You pigs coming out after sucking mum’s tits!
Dance! Dance!
AHAHAHAHA                      HAHAHAHAHA
It’s an honor being a woman! AHAHAHAHA! HA! HA
Break down           Body-dead dead body!
The extinction of fertility!
A pure white mask!
Dance! Dance! Dance!
          Oh goodness you have cute hair!
You dead body! Dance! Live!
Live! Live! Kiss! Kiss!
Humans!
Life!
Women! Women! Women!
Dance!
Short-circuit! Copper! The lightbulb went out!
It’s the darkness of darknesses! Ruin of ruins!
A fragment!
Economy! Bureaucracy! The end times!
The vengeful spirits have flown to heaven!
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Manifesto on the Alphabet

  ·
·a day with murky skies·a day gone down in great sorrow·affection in parting·
language of northerners·the sound of freight and wagon going up a hill·time

caught in intense dullness·the sound of city sewers·various feelings towards

insults·dead of night·psychological reaction to syphilitic symptoms·sounds that

felos-de-se are fond of·palate of gastroenteropathic patients·the sky above

manufacturing quarters·ETC·shapes all related to omens of fever and sense of

oppression

B · D · G · J · M · U · V · W · Z

  ·
·streets under intense heat·under the equatorial line·feelings following a rise and fall

·talking fast ·words appealing for happiness or sadness·sensation of speed·midday

congestion of the city·mechanical pleasure·fluctuating symptoms·maniacal reaction

against arousal·drugs·blades·rotation·catch fire and open fire·sensation towards

angles·exploding reverberation·revolutionary mentality·massacre·et cetra·shapes all

related to the emphasis on speed sensation
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A · E · I · K · O · P · R · Q · X

  ·
·room to chat with friends·affection for the beloved·walks·a grove and stream and

sailboat·around 10 in the morning·bright sunlight and color and echo·the peaceful

couple·car running fast·pen slipping on a blank sheet of paper·music for the harvest

season·intelligent moderation and extension·sound wave·radio·beauty of virgins

·tranquility of research labs·katakana·speed of cars and four-wheeled horse carriages

·orange water·young Madame · Et Cetra·shapes all related to the melody of clear echo

and affection and peace

C · F · H · L · N · S · T · Y

   ·
shaped by the above categories, we declare the use of musical · imagistic sensations

regardless of it composing part of our immanence!


